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Abstract: This paper deals with the computational complexity of optimal microaggregation.  More
specifically, we show that the problem of optimal microaggregation cannot be exactly solved in
polynomial time. This result is relevant because it justifies the heuristic approaches taken so far to
compute microaggregates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Microaggregation is a statistical disclosure control technique for microdata. Individual records are
clustered into small aggregates or groups of size greater than or equal to a given parameter k . Rather than
publishing the value of a variable Vi for a given record, the average of the values of Vi  over the group to
which the record belongs is published [1] [2]. Therefore, aggregates should be as homogeneous as
possible to minimize information loss. More formally, let us represent a microdata set as X={x1, x2, ...,

xn}, where p
ix R∈  and let k  be a positive integer. A k-partition P={C1,C2,...,Cm(P)} of X is a partition

where the size of group Ci, 1 < i < m(P) is at least k. Let Pk be the set of all k-partitions of X. Optimal
microaggregation consists of finding a k-partition such that the sum of squared Euclidean distances from

each xi to the centroid ∑
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is minimized, where Ci  is the group to which xi belongs.

Formally the problem is
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where || .|| denotes Euclidean norm and m(P) is not part of the input.
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2. We will show that the microaggregation problem (1) is NP hard. An NP-hard problem cannot be
solved in polynomial time unless P=NP. Proving  NP-hardness for microaggregation is most relevant, as
it justifies the use of heuristics (there is no use in trying to devise algorithms that yield exact optimal
solutions).

3. Section II gives background that will be useful for the proof. Section III contains the proof itself.
Section IV is a conclusion.

II. BACKGROUND

4. Let G=(V,E) be a graph, where V=(v1,v2, ... vn) is a finite set of vertices and E is a set of
unordered pairs of vertices, the edges of G.

Definition 1
5. A rectilinear planar layout of a graph G=(V,E) is a representation of G in a plane, such that its
vertices are mapped to horizontal line segments and the edges to vertical line segments, with all endpoints
of segments at positive integer coordinates. Two horizontal segments are connected by a vertical segment
if and only if the corresponding vertices are adjacent in the graph. The following proposition is due to
Rosenstiehl and Tarjan [5].

Proposition 1.
6. Given a planar graph G=(V,E), a rectilinear planar layout of G can be computed in time
polynomial in the size of G. Moreover, the height and the width of the layout are both linear in the size of
G.   Without loss of generality, we may assume that all horizontal segments are at different (integer)
heights.

7. The next property allows to reduce the space of candidates to the optimal solution of the
microaggregation problem. This proposition is due to Domingo and Mateo-Sanz [2].

Proposition 2
8. In an optimal solution of the microaggregation problem the groups have size greater than or equal
to k an less than 2k.  The next proposition is due to Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza [3].

Proposition 3
9. The sum of squares of a group of points is equal to the sum of all distances between pairs of
entities of this group divided by its cardinality:
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III. MAIN RESULT

Theorem
10. The microaggregation problem (1) is NP-hard.

Proof :
11. First we will show that microaggregation is NP-hard in the plane (m=2), and then we generalise
this result for an m-dimensional Euclidean space with m> 2.

12. In [1] Pferschy, Rudolf and Woeginger have shown the NP-completeness of “Clustering into
Triangles”, that is, given a set P of points in a plane, |P|=3k, partition them  into k  triangles such  that the
sum of perimeters of all triangles is minimised. We will use their same construction to prove NP-hardness
for microaggregation.
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13. The Planar Exact Cover Problem by 3-Sets (Planar X3C), a special version of the Exact Cover
Problem that was shown to be NP-complete by Dyer and Frieze [4] will be transformed to the
microaggregation problem with k=3 and n a multiple of 3, say n=3p, where p is a positive integer.  Planar
X3C is defined as follows:

PLANAR EXACT COVER BY  3-SETS (Planar X3C)

Instance:
14. A set Q with |Q|=3q; a set T of triples from Q × Q × Q  such that (i) every element of Q occurs in
at most three triples and such that (ii) the induced graph is planar. (This induced graph G is defined as the
graph containing a vertex for every element of Q and for every triple in T. There is an edge connecting a
triple to an element if and only if the element is a member of the triple. Clearly, G is bipartite with vertex
bipartition Q and T).
Question:
15. Does there exist a subset of q triples in T which contains all the elements of Q?

16. Hence, let Q and  T ⊂  Q × Q × Q constitute an instance of planar X3C. We will construct a point
set S(Q,T), where |S(Q,T)| is multiple of 3, that allows a partitioning into  groups Ci,   with |Ci| > k=3  and
SSE minimal if and only if the planar X3C instance has a solution.

17. In a first step, a rectilinear planar layout for the underlying undirected graph G is computed
according to Proposition 1. Then we multiply all coordinates by a factor of a large positive integer (for
example 1000) in order to ensure that points on distinct horizontal (vertical) segments are sufficiently far
away from each other. Next, we define the point set S(Q,T). This construction is based on the triangle ∇0

with side lengths 3,4,5 that will allow to keep all points in S(Q,T) at integer coordinates. For every
element of Q, there is a so-called element point in P(Q,T) and for every triple in T there are three so-
called triple points forming a so-called triple triangle in S(Q,T). The triple triangles are that basic triangles
∇0 with sides 3,4,5  such that the two sides of lengths 3 and 4 are axes-parallel. The element points and the
triple triangles are placed somewhere at the corresponding line segments in the rectilinear layout (because
of the multiplication, there is ample space to place them).

18. In the next step, we consider some triple Ti = (q1, q2, q3) in T and the corresponding three triple
points t1, t2, t3  that form  a triangle ∇0. For  1 <  i  < 3 , the point ti is connected to the point qi by a chain of
diamonds as it is shown in Figure 1. A diamond consists of two copies of ∇0 that are glued together either
by their sides of length 5 (rectangular diamond) or by their sides of length 3 (triangular diamond). All
diamonds are placed in such a way that the two shorter sides of the triangles are axes-parallel. No two
rectangular diamonds occur consecutively in a chain. The chains of diamonds (roughly) follow the line
segments corresponding to the two vertices ti and qi and to the connecting edge in the graph G.
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Figure 1: Chains of diamonds connecting ti to qi.

19. In such a construction two things have to be taken into consideration:
a) We do not want two distinct chains to come very close to each other. Again, because of the

multiplication in the beginning, there are sufficiently many degrees of freedom to route the chains far
away from each other. Since every element occurs in at most three triples, it is also possible to keep the
chains sufficiently far from each other if they meet in an element point (Figure 2). The same holds for
triple points.

Figure 2: Placement of diamonds around an element point qi

b) The other problem is that it is not a priori clear that triple and element points can indeed be
connected by such a chains of diamonds: Triangular shaped diamonds shift the path by ±8 units in x-
direction and 0 units in y-direction (or 0 units in x-direction and ±8 units in y-direction); rectangular
shaped diamonds shift the path by a vector of (±3, ±4) or (±4, ±3). Once more, the multiplication in the
beginning of the construction removes this problem. The main idea is to use only a small number of
rectangular shaped diamonds in order to reach the correct remainders for the shift if divided by 8, and to
use many triangular shaped diamonds for the long distances. As the distances are sufficiently large, we
can mix rectangular shaped and triangular shaped diamonds without ending up in problem (a).
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20. Connecting every triple triangle to its corresponding three element points completes the
construction of the point set S(Q,T). It is easy to see that this can be performed in polynomial time and
|S(Q,T)| is divisible by 3, say |S(Q,T)|=3p (see [3]).
Now we have to prove that S(Q,T) can be partitioned into groups Ci , such that |Ci| > 3 and SSE minimal if
and only if  the Planar X3C has a solution.

21. Due to Proposition b) we can reduce our search only to the groups of size 3, 4 and 5. So, first we
will find the minimal SSE of a group of 3, 4 and 5 points in such a structure.
a) Groups of three points. By our construction no three points in S(Q,T) are at a the distance less
than 3, 4 and 5 from each other, so using Proposition c), min SSE of a group of three points is 50/3.
b) Groups of four points. All possible groups of four points with their relative SSE are presented in
Figure 3. (We have considered only the groups of points in the order they come in the chain without
skipping any point as it is obvious that otherwise the SSE of the resulting group would not be minimal).
So we see that the group of 4 points that form a rectangular diamond has minimal SSE=25.
c) Groups of 5 points. The groups of 5 point are presented in Figure 4. As in the case of 4 points
we have considered only points in the consecutive order. So the minimal SSE of the group of 5 points is
52.4.

22. We claim that (i) the partitioning of S(Q,T) has the minimal SSE if  all the groups are of size 3,
and (ii) the partitioning into triangles with this minimal SSE is possible if and only if planar X3C allows a
solution.

23. First we demonstrate the second claim and then the first.
ii) As we have noted above the minimal SSE of a group of 3 points is 50/3, when the points form

a triangle with sides 3,4,5. So the minimal SSE that a  partitioning into the groups all of size 3 may have
is (50/3)p, where p is an integer that represents the number of groups.

(if) We claim that the subset T ′  of T that contains all triples for which the corresponding triple
points form a cluster constitutes a solution to the planar X3C.

24. Consider some element point  Qq i ∈ . The corresponding element point is contained in exactly
one cluster, and this cluster belongs to a chain of diamonds. In this chain of diamonds, every other
triangle must form a cluster; therefore, the corresponding point ti on the other end of the chain cannot be
covered by any triangle cluster in the chain, and the corresponding three triangle points must form another
cluster. The clusters in the other (one or two) chains going away from qi cover the corresponding triangle
points, and these triangle points cannot form a cluster in the clustering. This way we may assign to each qi

∈Q a unique triple in T. On the other hand, if we assign one qi to some triple, the other two elements in
this triple must be assigned to this triple, too. Clearly, this yields a solution to the X3C.
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Figure 3. Clusters of 4 points

Figure 4. Clusters of 5 points
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(only if) Now assume that the planar X3C has a solution TT ⊆′ . We construct a clustering into
triangles as follows. All triangles corresponding to triples in T ′  are clusters, all triangles in TT ′\  are
not. This completely determines which triangles on the chains have to be used in the clustering. Since T ′
is a solution of X3C, every element point is in exactly one cluster.

25. So the SSE of total construction with all the groups of size 3 is:                                    (2)
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is the number of diamonds in the chain j of the triple Ti , where 31 ≤≤ j  and Ti ≤≤1 .

ii) Now we will show that the partitioning of S(Q,T) has the minimal SSE if  all the groups are of
size 3.

26. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that a partitioning into the groups of size 3,4,5 exists with
SSETOT < SSETOT3. Suppose, that there are x groups of size 3, y groups of size 4 and  z  groups of size
5,  and y≠0 or z≠0  in such a partition. As noted above, the minimal SSE of a group of 4 points is 25, and
of a group of 5 points is 52.4 and |P(Q,T)| = 3p in our construction, so we have:
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27. So, we have shown that if a partitioning of S(Q,T) into the groups Ci such that 3≥iC  has the
minimal SSE (2) then all groups are of size three. And a partitioning of S(Q,T) into the groups of size
three with minimal SSE we can achieve if and only if Planar X3C has a solution.
So the partition into the groups Ci with |Ci|>3 has a minimal SSE if and only if Planar X3C has a solution.
Thus, an NP-complete problem (Planar X3C) is no harder than the microaggregation problem. Therefore
microaggregation is NP-hard in a plane.

28. The NP-hardness of microaggregation in an m-dimensional Euclidean space follows from the NP-
hardness of  the same problem in the plane. (By induction, if the problem is NP-hard in an (m-1)-
dimensional space we can construct an instance of the problem in an m-dimensional space by adding a
zero m-th coordinate to all points. This instance of the microaggregation problem in dimension m has a
solution if and only if the initial m-1-dimensional problem has a solution. So m-dimensional
microaggregation is NP-hard for m>2 as well). QED

IV. CONCLUSIONS

29. We have been able to prove that microaggregation is an NP-hard problem for dimension greater
than or equal to two. This provides theoretical justification for the use of heuristic approaches when
attempting to solve this problem, since in general, no exact and efficient methods can be devised.
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